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THE GREEN ISSUE

• TOUGH TIMES, TOUGHER WINE INDUSTRY
• GREENER, BETTER
• FACING THE HEAT
• THE COOL CROWD
• AANPLANT OF AANPAS?
• SWIMMING AGAINST THE TIDE

NEDBANK

’N VOLHOUBARE VENNOOT
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Superior service is about refinement, perfection, innovation, ability to adapt and style. Most importantly, it is about meeting these high standards with no fuss.

As South Africa's largest metal and plastic closures manufacturer, Nampak Closures has a well established and proven track record of delivering professional service. We are supported by Nampak R&D, widely regarded as one of the most advanced packaging science and technology facilities in the southern hemisphere and have access to cross divisional packaging technology, expertise, market trends and knowledge.

Our range of proudly South African screw caps, backed up by our superior personal service, are designed to give your wine a perfect sense of style that appeals to even the most sophisticated connoisseur.

For more information, contact us on +27 21 507 8411 or e-mail: madene.koen@za.nampak.com
barry.erasmus@za.nampak.com
Quality workmanship forms the building blocks of lasting relationships.

Many years down the line, we are just as committed to truly understanding our customers. In producing finely crafted labels, it is not only the quality of our product, but also our loyalty and service, that make the difference.